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Starter
1. Hot and sour soup <Tom Yum)

Vegetables (V)

Chicken, Tiger prawns

Thailand's arguably most famous hot and sour soup flavoured with lime
leaves, galangal and fresh lime juice.
2- Galanga soup with coconut milk (Torn Kha)

Vegetables

Chicken,

Tiger prawns

Traditional Thai soup cooked with coconut milk and fresh Thai herbs and
»

spices.
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3. Salad

a. Vermicelli salad (Yum Woon— Sen)

Vermicelli noodles with tiger prawns and minced chicken mixed with
coriander, shallot,

fresh herbs and served with a chilli and lemon dressing.

ÿ

b. Minced chicken salad (Larb Gai)

Traditional Thai salad with minced chicken, Thai herbs, coriander and
mixed with fresh lime juice, fish sauce, ground roasted rice and
chilli dressing.

J-y c. Thai

style salad (Yum)

Vegetables (N), Chicken, Tiger prawns

Thai salad with shallot, red peppers, coriander and mixed with fresh

lime juice, fish sauce and chilli
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4. Chicken spring rollsCPoh Pia Gai) or vegetables spring rolls (Poh Pia Pak)

a. The chicken spring rolls consist of minced chicken with bamboo shoot

and special chilli paste
rolled in rice paper and deep-fried until crisp served with sweet chilli sauce
b. The vegetables spring rolls have mixed vegetable instead of chicken meat
and bamboo shoot (V)

5. Golden triangle or vegetables golden triangle

a. The golden triangle consists of minced chicken with vegetables mixed
with curry powder wrapped in rice skin in triangle shape and deep fried
until crisp, served with sweet chilli sauce.
b. The vegetables golden triangle has the same ingredients without chicken
meat (V)

6. Chicken Satay

Chicken marinated and char-grilled served with a special peanut sauce <N)
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T. Fish cakes (Tord-Mun Plah)

Cod fillet blended with long beans, chopped lime leaves, Thai spices and
red curry paste, deep-fried and served with ground peanuts in sweet chilli
sauce (N)

8. Tempura
a. Prawns tempura (Goong Tempura): tiger prawn in special batter, deep

fried until crisp and served with sweet chilli sauce

b. Vegetables tempura (Pak Tod): similar to the prawn tempura hut use
vegetables instead of prawn

(V)

9- Pork spare ribs (Gra-Doog Moo Tord)
Pork spare ribs marinated in special sauce, deep-fried and served withI
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sweet chilli sauce

10. Deep-fried bean curd (Tao-Hoo Tord) (V)
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Fresh bean curd deep-fried until crisp, served with ground peanuts in
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SPECIALS Chicken Toast / Spicy Chicken Wings / Crispy Won Ton

